ArcGIS® Workflow Manager
Better Manage GIS Tasks and Resources

ArcGIS® Workflow Manager is an extension to ArcGIS for Desktop and ArcGIS for Server that lets organizations develop and enforce standard, repeatable geographic information system (GIS) workflows throughout the enterprise. ArcGIS Workflow Manager greatly improves the efficiency of GIS operations by organizing and automating the relationships between the activities in a GIS project, including any non-GIS activities that are required. Workflow creation and management are centralized to ensure consistency across operations within the organization as well as with contractors.

Key Benefits
- Improve user productivity by automating common activities, such as geoprocessing and version management, and reducing repetition of production procedures
- Ensure standardization and consistency across operations by quickly creating workflows using simple visual tools and centralizing workflow management
- Automate and simplify workflow management using out-of-the-box, user-configurable tools
- Easily track workflow status using reports
- Integrate GIS and other business applications by seamlessly incorporating non-GIS activities into GIS workflows
- Efficiently manage a dispersed workforce and assign activities by geography
Key Features

ArcGIS Workflow Manager offers a mechanism for creating and executing workflows quickly. It allows you to manage and track work efficiently with the following features:

• Model your business processes using intuitive visual tools
• Quickly assign work to resources based on geographic area
• Communicate critical task information via job properties using status, deadlines, and priorities
• Manage geospatial data access directly within workflows through automation
• Execute geoprocessing tasks as part of a larger workflow
• Enhance communication of key events in the system through notifications
• Report metrics in real time to stakeholders

Training and Implementation Packages

The following options are available to help you begin using ArcGIS Workflow Manager:

• Standard classroom training
• Custom workshops
• On-site and remote implementation and configuration support

Expose online management and reporting functionality via the ArcGIS Workflow Manager extension.

Control execution of workflows to ensure consistency in input and that no step is skipped.

Request a free trial at esri.com/workflowmanager or email workflowmanager@esri.com for more information.
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**Key Benefits**

- Improve user productivity by automating common activities, such as geoprocessing and version management, and reducing repetition of production procedures
- Ensure standardization and consistency across operations by quickly creating workflows using simple visual tools and centralizing workflow management
- Automate and simplify workflow management using out-of-the-box, user-configurable tools
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**Execute workflows in ArcGIS Pro.**

**Expose online management and reporting functionality via the ArcGIS Server Workflow Manager extension.**
**Key Features**

ArcGIS Workflow Manager offers a mechanism for creating and executing workflows quickly. It allows you to manage and track work efficiently with the following features:

- Model your business processes using intuitive visual tools
- Quickly assign work to resources based on geographic area
- Communicate critical task information via job properties using status, deadlines, and priorities
- Manage geospatial data access directly within workflows through automation
- Execute geoprocessing tasks as part of a larger workflow
- Enhance communication of key events in the system through notifications
- Report metrics in real time to stakeholders

**Training and Implementation Packages**

The following options are available to help you begin using ArcGIS Workflow Manager:

- Standard classroom training
- Custom workshops
- On-site and remote implementation and configuration support

---

Manage jobs in ArcGIS Pro.

Control execution of workflows to ensure consistency in input and that no step is skipped.

Increase productivity in ArcGIS Pro using the Workflow Pane for simplified job access.

Request a free trial at esri.com/workflowmanager or email workflowmanager@esri.com for more information.